Corrected Counters

--- Striker-Company-flipped-side-counters
The Legionnaire Company counters had their reverse sides shifted. Here is a set of reverse sides to mount on the correct counters.

--- Recon-Company-corrected-call-signs
The Russian recon company had typos in their front-side call signs. Below are the corrected counters.

--- Arab-Irregulars-corrected-ranges
The Arab Irregulars were all given 1-hex ranges, when they should’ve had 1-hex visual ranges. We also corrected a few of the unit names.

--- Israeli-ATGM-corrected-combat-factors
The Israeli ATGM unit was printed with normal infantry combat factors instead of the correct ATGM factors.

--- Wire- &- Mine and Single-Point-obstacles
For some inexplicable reason, we didn’t print them on the sheet with the other admin markers. Thanks to Gregg for alerting us to this.